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PROJECT TI'l'LE ARD NUMBER: Expert in extrusion/co-extrusion of plastic 
fila technology. DP/VIE/86/046/11-06/A/J-13320 

To establish a Packaging Technology Development Center at the Saigon 
Packaging Export Cmapany in Bo Chi Minh City to cover the country's 
packaging industry development needs 11ainly in the field of flexible 
packaging technology. 

COllCLUSIOll 

A. The PTDC is well staffed but lacks some equipment necessary to 
do adequate quality control on finished films. 

B. The PTDC needs additional resins and information on resins to 
adequately demonstrate these materials to industry. 

RBCOJlllEllDHIOllS 

A. Purchase additional testing equipment necessary for quality 

control of f lnished film. 

B. Obtain information on and purchase additional resins to 
demonstrate the differences in grades of the same types of 
materials. 

C. Add to purchasing specifications of future extruder• to insure 

longer life of the equipment. 
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The Packaging TechnolOCJY Develoi-ent Center began operation under the 
direction of the Saigon Packaging Export Coapany during 1990. They 
requested that ORIDO provide an Expert on extrusion/co-extrusion 
technology to assist in building the institution in the area of 

flexible packaging technology. 

This report was prepared by Mr. CLYDE V. DE'l'TER as a result of this 

mission. (see Job Description - Annex I) 

Activity began in the USA on March 23 in an attempt to ascertain what 
fil.a resins would be available in Viet Haa. This activity continued 
until his departure fro• Viet Ham on April 28. 

The original objectives are listed in the job description (Annex I). 
These were aodif ied slightly as outlined in •TERTATIVE WORKING 

SCHEDULE FOR THE CO-EXTRUSION EXPERT• (Annex II) to include: 

I. Training of PTDC's staff on material choices for a nuaber 

of packages. 

II. Advice on production planning and quality control. 

III. Prepare a step by step guide for start up and running the 

aachine. 

IV. Prepare a training course for industry. 
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I.!. Initial Assessment 

I found the staff much more proficient in the operation Jf the 

equipment than I had expected. They did, however, need 

experience in start up of the equipment. At present they have 

no aeans for measuring the relative thickness of the three 

layers of fila in the co-extrusion. I also found some 

instruction was needed in how different grades of the same 

material can affect the properties of the finished package. 

II. Deviations from the Job Description 

A. A major portion of the my ti.me was spent in preparing the 

training seminar for industry and in writing instructional 
literature (AllHEX III through ARllBX XI) 

e. A milt. packaging fila was successfully produced. This fil.a is 

rather difficult to produce as it must be a bright white on the 

outsid~ and black on the inside. 

C. An agriculture mulch fila (silver outside a~1d black inside) was 

also successfully produced. 

D. The production of the filas described in iteas Ban.JC did much 

in instructing the staff in what to consider in package design. 

III. Conclusions 

A. The PTDC is staffed with competent people and with experience 

will become quite proficient in the operation of the co

extrusion equipment. 

e. The PTDC does need some equipment to effectively do proper 

quality control on f il• produced. 

C. The PTDC should obtain additional information on available 

materials from a number of resin suppliers. 
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D. The PTDC should obtain a variety of resins for demonstration 
purposes. 

IV. Recoaaendations 

A. Purchase the following equipaent to aore effectively do quality 
control on film produced. 

1. A microscope with a visual grid in the eyepiece to visually 
observe cross sections of film and determine the relative 
thickness of the component layers. 

2. Apparatus to measure fila impact resistance. See ANREX XI 
under the section Apparatus. 

3. Apparatus to measure tear resistance of plastic films. See 
ANREX XII. 

B. Obtain literature froa several manufacturers on a variety of 
resins to include: 

1. Heavy duty bag resins. 

2. Clarity resins. 

3. Laminating resins. 

A listing of recent resin prices is presented in ANNEX XIII. 

C. Obtain a variety of resins for use in demonstrating at least 
the three types of materials mentioned'fn item B above. 

D. To insure long life of equipment, particularly equipment to be 

used in production, future purchases of extrusion equipment 
should include the following specifications: 

1. The extruder barrel to have a XALOY liner. 

2. The leading edge of the flight lands o! the screw to be 

1/16 inch tl.6 11111) 1156 STELLITB. 
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All1IEX I 

revis~d 1.12.1991 

UNITED NATIONS INDOS11UAL DZVELOPHENT ORCANIZATION 

PROJECT IN THE SOCl:\LIST REPUBLIC OF VIET MAK 

.JOB DESCRIPTION 
DP/VIE/86/046/ll-06/A,/.J-lll20 

E.~perc in excrusion/co-excrusion of plascic films 
- cechn::!.:>(;}" 

Tnree 1.:EE!q; 

Februa~ 1993 

Ho Chi. ~nh Cicy. vi.di possibl.e ttavd. vi.ddn the 
count~-

1he ~Jett bas a sblgle. fasd~ldtng f Hau 

objecd-.e vblch is co esubl.lsb a P..taglng Tecbnology 
Deftlopmeot Ceatte ac die Saigoo Packaging E:icpon 
C<lmpany in Ho Chi. KiDb Ci.cy to cover die counuy•s 
packaging indasay• s de'ftl.~ needs mai.aly ill die 
field of flexible (plast..ic-baseci) pacbging cecbaology. 
reg5rdi11f; : 

(•) pecbge dnelOJmmC. desip ad •terial/process 
specif icadous; 

(b) process developeenc. production eagi.oeering and 
cedmi.cal suppon ~ indusny for both. pac:bgiog 
-tertals and p.acbge procluccioa; 

(c) package and paclcagioe uterials cestiag and quality 
control support to industry; 

(d) pnpcracion of pacb,ing standards; 

(e) disseainating packaging-related infor .. tfon. to packaging 
aaurials and package producers and users. 

Applications and c01111Unlcations re~rding this Job Description should be sent to: 

Proj~ct P~rsonntl Recru!tmen: Section. Industrial Optrati~ns Division 
UN JOO. VIENNA JNTER."-~710N.IJ.. CE::nE. P .0. BOX 300. VIENNA. AUSTP.IA 
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The expert will be assigned to the Packaging Technology 
Development Centre (PTDC) which has been set. up by the 
Saigon Packaging Export Coapany. SPACEX. in ter•s of 
premises. operations and management responsibil..ity. He 
will wock in co-ordination with the Chief l'echnical 
Adviser (CTA) of the project and close co-operation with 
the national counterparts designated for his •ission. 
The expert will specifically be expected to: 

1. Help guide and oversee installation of the film 
extrusion equipment ordered and received. 

2_ Carry out prod~tion trials vit:h selected 
alternative materials/specifications to evaluate the 
performance capabilities of the equipment installed. 

3. Advise oo the choice of substrates and components 
for initial c~rcial production v~th reference to 

local needs. 

4. Advise the centre on a sound system of production 
plamling and quality control for adoption. 

5. Train counterpart: technical staff on the production 
process vitb a view to helping_ the• undertake 
process improvements in keeping vit:h changing 
local/export needs. 

6. Colduct a training progr~ for the production 
staff in plastic extrusion industyY on the subject:. 

7. Advise on the additional equipment/materials that 
may have to be obtained by the centre for upgrading 
the product:. 

The expert: vill also be expected to prepare a final 
report:. setting out the findings of his •ission and his 
recom11endations to the Government: on further action. 
which •ight: be taken. 

University degree in pla•t:ic fila extrusion. Experience 
in multilayer extrusion essential. 

Proficiency in English. 

Flexible plastic packaging is predominantly used by the 
food processing industries for products such as: dried 
f:uits and nut~. dried fish and aarine products. frozen 
foods in gener•l and processed aarine products in 
particular. All these products are of primary relevance 
to Viet Na•. since exported fish ~nd marine products ar~ 
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the largest foreign·currency ear~rs of the country and 
having the greatest potential for export grovth. up to 
an estimated $1 billion dollars per year. It is 
therefore imperative for the country•s industry to 
package its export products according to vorld 
standards. since the quality and appearance of the 
package reflects on price. 

The present situation in Viet Nam, as regards packaging 
technology. is problematic. The major problems relate to 
technology: .etal cans •re of poor quality; corrugated 
and paper cartons are not strong enough to vithstand 
abuse in shipping. particularly vhen exported. requiring 
vooden cratin& vhich add cost; vooden pallets and crates 
are •overconstructea• and costly; etc. A basis problem 
of the industty is that there is no institution dealing 
exclusively ~"itb packaging. as in aany other de~eloping 
and all the industriclized countries. to help resolve 
such technical problems. This is particularly true f<:ir 
flexible. pl.;astics-b&sed packaging. vhich play a 
critical role in the country•s export drive. This is the 
issue the project primarily is concerned vith. although 
packaging probleas in general vill also be addressed 
(i.e. package testing. standardization. dissemination of 
information). 
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a ... , 
- --~ TRUNG TAM PHAT TRIEN KY THU.AT BAO ei 3~ PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 

~4f 3CXJ/SO Ong lchKhiem st.. Ostrtct: 11. HoChoMnhCit.y·V•et.narr. 
P......,... 53550-53527 F••: 64-8-94500 T .. ~. 811~25-SAVl-VT 

9.4.93 

10-11. 4. 93 

12.4.93 

TENTATIVE WORKING SCHEDULE FOR 
THE CO-EXTRUSION EXPERT 

9.4.93 30.4.93 

:Expert Arrival 

:Weekend 

Morning:Meeting at Spacex 

11.4.1993 

Mr.TRAN VAN TU,National Project Director 
Visiting SPACEX Factory 

Afternoon:Prepare working Plan 

13.4.93-18.4.93:Training PTDC's staff on material choices 
,structure for Milk packaging,Oil Packaging, 
Frozen Food Packaging,etc. 

Advice on production planning system and 
quality control 

Prepare a step-by-step guide for start and 
run the machine. 

19.4.93-25.4.93:Training PTDC'sstaff on production and 
production planning. 
Carry out production trials. 

26.4.93-l7.4.93:Prepare trining course for industry 

-28. 4. 93 Training course:EXTRUSION TECHNOLOGY 

29.4.93 Final report 
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ARREX III 

EXTRUSIOR 

General 

More polyethylene is turned into finished items by extrusion than by 
any other processinq technique. Extrusion is the process of applying 

heat and pressure to melt the plastic and force it throuqh an 
accurately dimensioned die to produce shapes in the form of: 

A. unsupported film, sheeting, tubes and other profiles. 

B. film for coating paper, metal foil and other substrates. 

C. coating around wire or cable. 

The extruder is a relatively simple machine as far as its basic 

operation is concerned. Plastic pellets are fed into the funnel 

shaped hopper of the extruder. The plastic drops by qravity into the 

channels of a screw rotating within the hardened liner of an extruder 

barrel, and is forced forward by the rotating screw flights. As it 
moves, it is heated, melted, mixed, and compressed by a series of 
complicated flow patterns inside the screw channels. 

On its way through the barrel, the qranulated, solid plastic must be 

transformed to a hoDlOCJeneous melt. A poorly mixed, non-homogeneous 
melt may yield an end product with non-uniform cross sectional 

dimensions and wavy suzfaces. Film produced from a non-homogeneous 
melt may be of non-uniform gauge and may lack strength, gloss or 
clarity. 

The melt leaves the screw and is passed through the screen pack, the 

breaker plate and the die adapter to the die. The screen pack serves 

primarily to act as a filter for foreign matter that may have gotten 
into the resin. 

Beat which softens the resin is supplied in two ways -- by external 
heaters and by internal frictional shear forces brought about by the 

compounding and compressing action of the screw. The amount of such 

frictional heat supplied to the polymer is appreciable; in many 

extrusion operations, particularly at lower temperatures, it 
represents most of the heat supplied to the resin. Either 

electricity, steam, or hot oil can be used to heat the barrel. 

Electric resistance heating is most commonly used because it presents 

a minimum of maintenance probl1?ms. 
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( ·1 ) A second compression section which compresses the resin a 

second time. 

(8) A second metering section that homogenizes the melt again and 

develops necessary pressure to feed the die. In the metering 

section the polymer is moved at a practically ~onstant feed 

rate to obtain uniform output. 

This is known as a two staqe screw. For a screw of this type the 

barrel will be long, at least 24 ti.mes as long as the screw diameter. 

The barrel length divided by its diameter is called the length to 

diameter ratio or L/D. 

The ratio of cross sectional areas of the metering section and the 
feed section in each stage is known as the compression ratio. This 
is usually simplified to the ratio of the feed section channel depth 
to the metering section channel depth. 

The screen pack may influence extruder operation in several ways: back 

pressure in the screw metering zone will be increased by using a 

screen pack consisting of several dense or fine mesh screens. Higher 

back pressure at a given screw speed improves mixing and homogenizing 
and thus extrusion quality, though it reduces output slightly. 

(OUtput can be regained by increasing the screw speed.) The 

temperature of the melt may be raised somewhat by using a heavier 
screen pack which, by increasing pressure, generates additional 

frictional heat. 

A film die must be designed in such a way that it maintains a constant 
melt temperature and meters the melt through the die lips at a 
constant rate and in a uniform cross section. 

Chemically degraded particles may form through oxidation in the melt 

during a shutdown period. This may result in the production of 

inferior products, particularly film with gels (sometimes called 

"fisheyes") and black specks, for an extended period of time when 

operation is resumed. Special shutdown procedures must be used to 

protect against this common problem. 
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FILH EURUSIOR 

General 

ARREX IV 

Polyethylene film is usually defined as a polyethylene sheet no 
thicker than 254 aicrons (10 ails). Most polyethylene film 
commercially p·-"lduced has a thickness of 127 microns (S mils) or less. 
Films used for packaging usually have a gauge of between 7.6 and 178 
microns (0.3 and 7.0 ails). 

More polyethylene resin is consumed every year for film production 
than for any other end use. This is true because the relative cost 
of polyethylene is low. Also, because of the low specific gravity of 
polyethylene the yield in square centimeters per kilogram (square 
inches per pound) is greater than for most other plastic resins 

suitable for film making (polypropylene being the exception). 
Polyethylene film is ideal for packaging, as it is flexible, tough and 
highly resistant to chemical attack. It is a good moisture barrier 
·nd can easily be made into bags due to its excellent heat sealability 

a.nd when properly treated, exhibits good printability. For these many 
reasons, it is well suited for packaging and protecting foods, dry 

goods, metal products, electronic components, chemicals and many other 
items. 

There are two kinds of polyethylene film -- blown film (commonly 

called lay-flat film), and flat film. They are made by procedures 
which differ from each other mainly in the die sections of the 
extruder and the means of cooling the extruded film. Both types of 

film have their merits. 

Blown film has a number of advantages over flat film. In blown film 

extrusion, molecular orientation is achieved in both the machine and 
transverse directions, the relative degree depending on the operating 
speed of the haul-off equipment and the blow-up ratio (bubble 
diameter/die diameter). This results in a film of more uniform 
strength in both directions. In flat-film extrusion, particularly at 

hiqh haul-off rates, relatively hiqh orientation takes place in the 

machine direction and virtually none in the transverse direction. 
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If the blown-tubing producer controls his extrusion conditions 
properly, he can achieve two things: 

1. Be can make the physical properties of the fila practically 
equal in the aachine and transverse directions. Such even 
distribution of properties gives blown fila maximum toughness. 

2. Be can increase or decrease a given property. 

The absence of one or two lengthwise seaa seals in bags made of blown 
film is another advantage. Such bags have but one heat seal, across 
the bottoa. In the production of bags, uniforai.ty of the long 
lengthwise seal is a definite problea, unless the bag maker is 
operating his equipment under optiaua conditions. Variations in fila 
properties and other factors or even atmospheric conditions can affect 
the strength of this seal. Simpler, faster and lower-cost bag-aaking 
machinery can be employed when blown fila is used. 

Often times a blown f il.JI producer will slit the flattened tubing at 
one edge during windup. The tube may then be wound in a double layer 

as folded flat fila having twice the width of the lay-flat tube. The 
tubing may also be slit at both edges and wound as two flat f il.as on 
two winder cores or as a double layer on one core. This allows the 
film to be treated and printed as flat film. A variety of large 
surface area applications such as f il.as used in construction or 
agriculture are made as blown tubing before being slit along one edge 
and wound as folded film. The flattened tube is then opened at the 
site of use. These techniques aake it possible to produce either 
blown or flat film from the same extrusion equipment. 

Film extruded as flat film has certain advantages over blown film. 
The techniques for extrusion of flat f ila in wide widths are more 
easily controlled than those for the same widths in flattened blown 
tubing. In flat film extrusion, somewhat faster haul-off speeds can 
be used. Sigher haul-off speeds mean higher production rates thus 

lower cost per unit weight of film. 

Good gauge control is easier for flat than for blown film, although 
technical advancements in blown-film die design in recent years have 

done much to reduce differences in gauge variations between the two 

techniques. In correcting gauge variations, adjustments on the wide 
flat film dies are more easily made than on blown tubing dies. 
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It is difficult to obtain both opti..awa properties and highest 1Daterial 

output with on~ set of extrusion conditions. The conditions selected 
are usually based on a compromise between high product quality and 
high production rate within the liDli.ts of the equipment. The 
extrusion conditions needed to produce high-quality fila at an 

acceptable output rate vary with the type, size, and age of the 
extruder, the screw speed, screw design, resin, ambient conditions, 

etc. There are, however, a few general principles that must be 

followed when extruding high quality blown or flat film. 

Operating temperatures and screw speed aust be carefully controlled. 

Uncontrolled variations in screw speed and/or temperature, affect the 
film gauge significantly. As explained before, most of the heat in 

the barrel is generated by the frictional shear forces or mechanical 

working which the polyethylene is given by the rotating screw. The 

extent of this working depends on the temperature of the barrel, the 

clearance between the screw and the barrel, the screw design, and the 

back pressure exerted by screen pack, breaker plate and die. All 

these extruder conditions :must be kept in proper balance to produce 
high-quality fil.a. 
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AllllD v 
BLOllll Fii.ii BXTRUSim 

In blown-fil• extrusion, the aolten resin enters the die through the 
bottom. It is forced around a mandrel through a complex series of 
channels inside the die, shaped into a sleeve, and extruded through 
the ring-shaped die opening in the for. of a rather thick tube. The 
tube, while still in the melt state, is expanded to a •bubble• of 
desired diaaeter and correspondingly lower fila thickness. This 

expansion is done by the pressure of internal air adaitted through the 

center of the mandrel. 

The blown-up bubble is closed by the die at the bottoa and at the top 
by the nip rolls (soaetilles called pinch or squeeze rolls). Inside 
the bubble the air is :maintained at constant pressure to insure 
unifo:r:a fila width and gauge and even windup of wrinkle-free rolls. 
other factors affecting fila gauge, such as extruder output and take
off speed must also be strictly controlled. Control of the quantity 
and direction of the air which cools the fila is critical. The width 
of the die opening, cmm>nly called •die gap• J1Ust also be well 
adjusted to obtain cnifona fila gauge. 

Gauge control is i.llportant in producing quality blown fila. Fila of 

less than 25 aicrons should have a maxi.mua gauge variation of t 2.5 

microns. Beaver gauge fila should have a maxiauJa gauge variation of 
:tlO,. 

In blown-film extrusion, barrel temperatures are generally kept low, 
in the range between lJs•c and 11o•c, for low density polyethylene. 
Cooler resin temperatures penait faster production rates without 
raising the •frost• line too far above the die. The frost line is the 
ring-shaped zone where the bubble reaches its final diameter and some 
haze is first visible in the bubble because the film temperature falls 
below the softening range of the resin. 

The height of the frost line above the die is important. The height 
of the frost line increases with the tube diameter and is u~eful for 
controlling orientation of the melt in the machine and transvP.rse 
directions and some physical properties of the film such as tear 

strength. The fro~t line can be raised or lowered by means of extruder 

output, haul-off speed, and the volume of cooling air used to cool the 
bubble. 
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The frost line aust always be as level as possible. I11proper 

adjust.aent of the die opening .. y cause variations in fila gauge and 

consequently non-unifora cooling and localized variation of the frost 

line height. 

Die temperatures as low as 12o•c may be used, but with ample cooling 

they may range up to 2oo•c. High die temperatures may result in 

better fil• transparency. As a general rule the die temperature 

should be about the saae temperature as the melt. 

Two i.Jlportant factors which control gauge quality are fil.11 cooling and 

die ring adjust.aent. 

The rate of cooling the bubble is critical for attaining highest film 

quality and to avoid blocking in the nip rolls and on the windup roll. 

On most blown-tubing extruder&, baffled air rings are used to project 

streams of cooled or room-temperature air uniforaly along the surface 

of the film all around the hot babble as it leaves the die. 

Generally, a large volUlle of low pressure aL: is preferred to a 

smaller volwae under higher pressure. Controlling quantity and 

direction of this air is illportant because both are essential factors 

in fila gauge control. Non-uniform gauge is often caused by the 

cooling air not being uniform around the perimeter of the blown tube. 

Die ring adjustment in fila gauge control is the other critical 

factor. Often considerable ti.me is required before good gauge control 

is achieved. In adjusting a die one should strive for a symmetrically 

shaped bubble. 

The ratio of bubble diameter to the die diaaeter is called the •blow

up ratio• and is one of the most important blown fila variables. It 

can be varied from less than 1:1 up to about 6:1. Experience seems 

to indicate that the optimua balance of properties in both machine and 

transverse directions can be obtained at a blow-up ratio around 3:1, 
but this depends very much on the haul-off speed, frost line height, 

resin being used and other variables. 

Toughness, transparency, haze and gloss are affected by blow-up ratio 

and resin type. 
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To su..arize: blow-up ratio, frost line height, haul-off speed, and 
extruder output aist all be balanced to produce blown f ila with good 
physical properties and unifora gauge at an econoaical rate. 

Anti-blocking properties can be iaproved by lowering the fila 
temperature. This can be done by reducing melt, die, and cooling-air 
temperatures, by increasing the U1C>Unt of cooling air, by increasing 
the distance between die and nip rolls, and by supplying cooling water 
to one of the nip rolls. Blocking can also be reduced by reducing nip 

roll pressure. 

For best f ila transparency the blown-f ila processor should run the 

extruder 

(a) at high temperature, to the lia.it of bis ability to cool 
the bubble for gauge control or to control blocking. 

(b) with moderate, but not high, screw speeds; 

(c) with a blow-up ratio of about 2 1/2:1. 

Pila properties in the aachine and the transverse directions can be 

varied over an extremely wide range by changes in the extrusion 
conditions, especially in the blow-up ratio. Therefore, during 
processing, tensile and tear properties should be balanced in both 
directions. 

The factors which affect blown-fila properties most are extrusion 
temperature and blow-up ratio, and the effect of the same operational 
condition may be diametrically different on different properties, for 
example: 

Sigh toughness and transparency are obtained with somewhat higher melt 

temperature and high blow-up ratio. 

Good slip and anti-blocking qualities are obtained with lower melt 
temperature and low blow-up ratio. 

Wrinkles in blown film are always a problem. They intermittently 

occur on almost every film line and are annoying and costly. Wrinkled 

rolls mu3t frequently be scrapped. 
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Wrinkling on the windup roll may be due to one, or ~ combination of 
several, of the following causes: 

1. The frost line 11ay be too high. This aay r.ause poor gauge 
control around the circullference of the tube and uneven gauge 
in the fila. This, in turn, can lead to an !!nbalanced pull 
in the nip and result in wrinkling. Bow to lover the frost 
line has already been discuss~. 

2. The die ring aay be out of ad.Justment. This may cause gauge 
variations which again result in an uneven pull at the nip 

rolls. 

3. •sias• is a condition where the two halves of the tube 
circmaference are of unequal lengths. This causes an 
unbalanced pull at the nip, resulting in ruffle-like wrinkles 
across the center of the wound roll. Occasionally, these 
wrinkles may be transaitted to the edge of the ascending tube. 
Uneven or thin gauge at the sides of the tubing may show as 
chevron-type wrinkles on the edges of the windup roll. Bias 
11ay be caused by air currents in the extrusion shop or by the 
die ring beinc; out of adjustment. Air currents 11ay be 

prevented f roa reaching the extruder by framework supported 
polyethylene fila curtains around the machine. Extreme care 
aust be exercised in COl!p!nsating fila gauge by adjusting the 

die ring. It aust be kept in llind that the thinnest area of 

wound tube is usually the thickest fila area as it leaves the 
die lips. Because it contains 90re heat, it continues to 
expand and grow thinner after other areas are •frozen•. 

4. The f iha may be too cold when it reaches the nip rolls, and 
its stiffness may cause criaping at the nip and wrinkling. 
This kind of wrinkling can be lliniaized by raising the f ila 
temperature at the nip rolls and thus making the f ila 90re 
flexible. Thi• can be obtained by slightly lovering the 
height of the nip rolls, or carefully raising the melt 
temperature, or increasing the screw speed and nip roll speed 
or the extrusion rate. (Caution: Higher film temperature 

increases the danger of blocking.) See item 8 below. 
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5. The pressure across the face of the nip rolls may raot be 

uniform because the rolls are either not parallel or slightly 
eceentric. Since the rubber surfaces of the nip rolls are in 

contact with the var.a fila, they often quickly deteriorate. 

In that case, they aay need grinding or reconditioning to 
restore proper resiliency and uniforai.ty. 

6. The guides aay not be properly aligned with the nip rolls. 
The nip rolls 11Ust be positioned exactly cbx>ve the die center 

so that the tube will be pulled off exactly vertical during 

its ascent. 

7. The ascending tube may be wobbling due to melt surging froa 
the extruder or air currents in the shop. Supporting the tube 

by horizontal stationary guides at two or three locations aay 

prevent such wobbling. Or the extruder may be protected by 
a fila curtain, as described under itea 3 above. The guides 
are especially recaimended for large blow-up ratios. 

8. The use of resins of higher density will increase the 

stiffness of the film and its susceptibility to wrinkling. 

Bow to prevent wrinkling at the nip rolls due to greater film 

stiffness is described under itea 4 above. 

9. As wrinkling is more prevalent at lvoi gauges and high take-off 

rates, gauge control should become more precise as the gauge 

becomes thinner and the take-off rate faster. At the film 
gauges below 25 microns ( 1 ail) very close control of the above 

factors aust be maintained to avoid wrinkles. 

10. One of the most c011mOn causes of wrinkles is •isalignment of 
the collapsing frame. Care should be taken that the 

collapsing frame is perfectly aligned with the bubble. 
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START UP UD SllU"r DOllll PllOCBDURBS 

The most i..aportant thing to achieve in utilizing proper start up and 

shut down procedures is to prevent resin f roa charring on the sarf ace 

of metal that is exposed to the molten resin. While the resin is 

protected with antioxidants it will char when at higher temperatures. 
The charring 11rocess beccmes quite rapid at temperatures above iso•c. 
For this reason care sbouid be exercised to aaintain some 11aterial 

flow through the extruder& and die when they are above this 
temperature. Of course, if polypropylene is being extruded it is 
necessary to violate this rule. D\le to its higher melting 

temperature. 

S'l'ART UP PROCBDURB 

1. Apply silicon spray or silicone grease to the top surface of the 

die. 

2. Start water circulation in the feed zones of all extruder&. 

3. Turn beat on to all beat zones. 

4 Set operating temperature on all temperature controllers and check 

that all controllers and heaters are operating correctly. If the 

operating temperature is greater than iso•c do not set any 

controller higher than 1so•c at this time. (See cOllllent above 

regarding polypropylene.) 

5. When temperatures reach the set point let all heat zones set for 

30 minutes to allow time for all COllpOnents to reach the set 

temperature before starting an extruder. 

6. Clean the die gap with a brass gauge. (Brass •shim stock• as used 

in machine shops works well here.) 

7. After the 30 minutes •soak• time start the extruder• at low speed. 

When starting the extruder• watch the motor load carefully for any 

sudden increase in amperage. If the motor load rises too much 
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stop the extruder as there is a i:>locltage. Allow to •soak• another 
10 to 15 ai.nutes before starting the extruder again. 

8. If the desired operating temperature is above lSO•c th£ 
temperature settings aay be increased after flow is established 
through the die. 

9. Thread the tower and winder with a cord or a piece of fila which 
will be used to lead the nev bubble through the systea. 

10. Once the polymer being extruded is of the proper consistency and 

appears to be clear of degraded aaterial turn the air ring blower 
on and set the screw speeds to start up speed. Also, set the nip 

rolls to start up speed. 

11. Gather the extrudate together to fora a bubble and stick it to the 

cord or f ila previously threaded through the systea. 

12. Start pulling the cord slowly to raise the bubble and continue to 
blow the bubble slowly. 

13. Once the beginning of the bubble bas passed through the open nip 
rolls close thea. 

14. If at any ti.lie it is necessary to reseal the top of the bubble be 

sure to puncture the upper bubble just above the nev seal. This 
will allat· the upper bubble to collapse and pass through the nip 
rolls. 

15. Establish proper extrusion rates, take-away rate and bubble 

diameter to produce the desired fila. 

16. Start rotation. 

fill!ll ~ PROCBPURE 

1. Stop rotation. 

2. Reduce extrusion speeds and take-away speed to shut down speeds. 

3. If operating above tso•c reduce temperature controllers to iso•c 
or lower. (See comment above regarding polypropylene.) 
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4. Maintain a flow t.hrough the die until all teaperatures are below 
iso•c. It ia optional whether a bubble is maintained at this 

point. 

S. When temperatures are below iso•c stop all extruders and take-away 

equii:ment. 

7. Stop feed section water circulation on all extruders. 

8. Turn off main switches. 
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JUOIEX VII 

QUALITY COll'rROL 

PRODUCTIOll TESTIRG 

FILM GAUGE 

The B10st important property to control in blown film production is 
film gauge. The B10st cOlllaOn and accepted method of measuring film 
thickness is the use of the aicroaeter. The aicrometer usually found 
in a fil.a quality control laboratory in the USA is a Testing Machines, 

Inc. Model 549 

To check f il.ia gauge a sample representing the full width of the film 
is taken at each roll change. The thickness is then measured each 12 
to 25 - across the entire width. An average of the points across the 
width of the f il..a is taken and is nonaally accepted as the gauge of 
the film. Statistical methods usually allow the discarding of the 

single highest and lowe3t measurements before the average is 

calculated. 

Generally accepted film thickness specifications are as follows: 

Less than 25 micron fila :!: 2.5 microns 
Greater than 25 micron film :!: lOt of the film thickness 

For film thicker than 125 micron the gauge tolerance is frequently 
raised :!: 15' due to the difficulty in maintaining good gauge control 
while producing the thicker film. 

nYI WIPTB 

The width variation of blown tubing should be held to a minimum. If 
width variation of the tube becomes excessive steps should be taken 
to reduce bubble movement. On rolls up to about 125 cm width a width 

variation of greater than 12 - would be considered excessi·..,e and 

should be corrected. 

The width variation of slit film {both edges slit) should be no 

greater than about 3 11111. 
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FILM PROPBRTY TBSTIRG 

IMP ACT STRENGTH 

In many packaqinq applications the ability to resist impact stresses 
is important. To be able to compare impact strength of different 

films a test procedure described in ASTM Dl709 - Impact Resistance 
of Polyethylene Fila by the Free Falling Dart Method is used. 

Another aethod sometimes used for measuring impact strength is 
described in AS'l'M D3420 - Dynamic Ball Burst (Pendulum) Impact 
Resistance of Plastic Fila. The preferred method B, collllllOnly called 
•spencer Impact• requires the film restrained and supported by annular 
clamps. 

Both tests are aeaningf ul but because the dynamics of the Spencer 
Impact are inherently slower than the dart drop there is no direct 
correlation between the two tests. 

One of the JDOSt difficult film properties to characterize is tear 
strength. Tear strength is usually measured by ASTM D1922 
Propagation Tear Resistance of Plastic Film and Sheeting by Pendulum 
Method. This test is commonly known as the Elmendorf Tear test. It 
measures the resistance to tearing after a tear has been initiated. 
The apparatus used is an attachment to the apparatus used for the 
Spencer Imp~ct above. 

TENSILE PROPERTIES 

Tensile properties of plastic films are usually determined by ASTM 
D882 - Tensile Properties of Thin Plastic Sheeting. The importance 
of tensile properties will be discussed later. 

OPTICAL PROPERTIES 

The clarity af a film may be measured by the procedure described in 

ASTM 01003 - Haze and Luminous Transmittance of Transparent Plastic•~ 
The value reported in this test is the percent haze. A lower haze 

value means that the film is more clear. 
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BARRIER PROPERTIES 

Moisture vapor transmission rat~ of a film is measured by the 

procedure described in ASTH B96 - Water Vapor Transmission of 

Materials in Sheet Form. 

The rate at which other gases pe::meate through plastic films is 

aeasured by the procedure detailed in ASTH D4134 - Gas Transmission 

Rate of Plastic Film and Sheeting 

The importance of barrier properties will be discussed later. 
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ARllEX VIXI 

PRODUCTIOR PLAIOIIRG 

In production planninq some fairly simple guide lines will provide 
very siqnificant improvements in efficiency. 

1. Resin changes 

Keep resin chanqes to an absolute mi.nimual Each time the resin is 
chanqed in an extruder production time and material is lost. If resin 
chanqes cannot be avoided plan the sequence of changes to minimize 

down time. 

Biqher density polyethylene will displace a lower density polyethylene 

much faster than a lower density polyethylene will displace a higher 
density polyethylene. Therefore plan the production schedule so resin 
chanqes take advantaqe of this property whenever possible. A change 
from high density polyethylene to low density polyethylene can 
(depending on the equipment) take as long as one to two hours before 
the change is complete. This is lost production ti.Ile and lost 
materials. Of course, such changes are inevitable but an effort 
should be made to minimize them. 

A similar rule applies to changing resins of different aelt index. 
If possible start your production sequence with the highest aelt index 
resin you can so that each change results in a lower melt index resin 

displacing a higher melt index resin. 

2. Color changes 

When running pigmented material& try to set the production sequence 
so that lighter colors are being replaced with darker ones as often 
as possible. 

3. Size changes 

Of course size changes will result in some lost production while the 
equipment is being lined out on a new size. However, the loss is 

minor when compared to resin or color changes. 
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JUOIEX IX 

PILH PRiftIRG AllD PRiftABILift 

There are many applications for printed polyethylene films. Most 
polyethylene films can be printed utilizing the flexographic 

technique. 

All such films JDUst have excellent ink adhesion which is frequently 
dete:ndned by the Scotch-tape test. In this test, Scotch tape is 
finaly pressed on the printed fila surface and then removed by a rapid 
pull. Good ink adhesion is indicated by no ink being removed by the 
tape. (Since thin-gauge film may tear under this procedure, it may 
be necessary to be backed by Scotch tape prior to pulling the test 
tape from the printed surface.) 

The surface of polyethylene and polypropylene film is almost 
completely inert chemically (which is just what makes such film so 
useful for many purposes). Thus, the surface aust be chemically 
altered to achieve good printability. Surface treatments have been 
developed which provide an excellent anchorage for a great variety of 
inks (as well as adhesives). 

The most predominant means of treating polyethylene or polypropylene 
film to make one of the surfaces printable is the electronic (corona 

discharge) method. Such a treatment makes the surface receptive to 
ink essentially by oxidizing it slightly. Spreading of the ink 
solvent is enhanced so that the film is completely wetted and the ink 
permeates the roughness of the thin, oxidized surface layer. When the 
solvent has evaporated, ink piCjlllent and the polyethylene surface are 
bonded chemically or physically or both. After drying, the ink cannot 
be removed by rubbing or otherwise without injuring the film surface. 

In the electronic method, the polyethylene film, as it is carried 
around a metal drum or roll which is covered with a dielectric, which 
is under one or more electrodes carrying a high voltage charge. The 

high voltage creates a corona discharge between the air gap and the 

drum which performs the surface treatment. 
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PACDGB DBSIGll 

1. Choosing Materials For a Package. 

When choosing materials for a particular package the requirements for 
the package should be carefully analyzed. For example: 

A. What is to be packaged and what barrier properties will be 

required? 
B. What physical properties are required? 
c. What is desired in the final appearance of the package? 

2. General Guidelines for Barrier Properties 

A. Polyethylene 

As polyethylene density is increased the barrier properties 
of fila produced from the resin are improved. Pila produced 
from high density polyethylene has a lover moisture vapor 
transmission rate than does film produced from low density 
polyethylene. The same is true for gas permeability (02 , N2 , 

C02 , etc). 
increases. 

B. Polypropylene 

Also, as density increases grease proofness 

Polypropylene has better barrier properties than even the 
highest density polyethylene. 

3. General Guidelines for Physical Properties. 

A. Polyethylene. 

As resin density is increased the tensile strength at yield 
of the film produced from the resin is increased. On the 
other hand, fil118 produced from higher density resins usually 
have poor puncture resistance and impact strength. 
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The grade of polyethylene can have a very profound effect on 
the properties of the fila produced froa it. For example, 

a f ila produced froa a general purpose low density 

polyethylene will have inferior physical properties when 

compared to a f ila produced froa a heavy duty industrial bag 

grade of polyethylene of equal density. 

The same is true for high density polyethylenes. A high 
m>lecular weight high density polyethylene filll will have very 

significant differences in physical properties from a medium 

:molecular weight high density polyethylene fil.a. 

Linear low density polyethylene fil.as generally have better 

physical properties than does low density polyethylene. Here 

again the grade of resin is i.portant. 

Ethyl vinyl acetate copolymer fillls generally have greater 

impact strength and tear resistance than other low density 

polyethylene films. This illprovement is usually attained at 

a sacrifice in yield tensile strength. 

Low density polyethylene films have a tendency to block (stick 

together) and not to slip when one fil.a surface is contacting 

another film surface. This is overcome by the addition of 

anti-block and slip agents to the polyethylene. Low density 

polyethylene film resins may be purchased containing anti

block and slip agents or the anti-block and slip agents may 

be introduced by the use of a master batch. 

B. -Polypropylene 

Blown polypropylene film while having a high yield tensile 

strength has a low impact strength and puncture resistance and 

tends to be brittle. 
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4. Appearance 

5. 

A. Low Density Polyethylene 

The outer layer of the package should be chosen with the 

package appearance in aind. Most low density polyethylene 

fillls have a pleasing high gloss appearance. 

B. Bigh Density Polyethylene 

Bigh density polyethylene has a dull .. tt finish and while it 

does not have as pleasing an appearance as low density 

polyethylene it can llBke a very attractive package with the 

proper choice of pigments and decoration. 

From the proceeding discussion one can see that with the 

flexibility offered by a three layer co-extrusion fila line a 

package .. y be tailored to fit the requirements of barrier 

properties, physical strength and appearance. One .. y tailor the 

package to take advantage of the best properties of up to three 

different 11aterials and with blending of resins an infinite 

number of coabinations are possible. 
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r!L ... !'fP.\CT RESlST.\XCE 
\D.art Dr~) 

~t.J i.rc3se Te.:hnique 

•mx XI 

S i:::ni 1 i .. ·an.-.? 

This •etho>·I is tor deterDininK the weight of a dart which will pr~uce 
io· t.Jilur~ .•i film -;~ricens under sundardlzed conditions. The tt!St 
valut!s ith·~ .m incli.:.:ation ·•f i.pact performance ••l resin tilas. \'ari3th,n:> 
in e:oitt rnsi->n .·ondir: i.ins .:3use variations ln impact resist3nc-e. 93kin;; 
th~ procedure us~iul in evaluating different e:i«rusi\Jft .:.inditioas 3nJ 
~ro,·edures. whll?n .:uapared t.:> a standard procedure .:ind .:unditfons. 
Correl.Jti~n betveen test results and end use oi fihi ~an he ll?St3blis.'<MI-

.\ppantus 

l. ., 

]. 

4. 

The 3p~ar3tus is 2anuf 3ctured b~ Fred Allen Compan~. Houston. Te:ocas. 
Heaispherical Head: ~thod .. A .. (l.500 + .005") in diameter. ~thod 
"B" (2.000 + .005") in diamaeter. -
An adequate-number and size of weights so that the dart laad iuy be 
properl~ adjusted. 
,\ locking collar is necessary to hold veights fimly :against ti1e J.:art 
head. 

Procedure 

Fila sa11Ples are conditioned at 23° + 1°C and 50% + 2% relative h .. idlty - - . for a aini•• of 40 hours. The samples are to be tested at 21 ~ )~C. 

The fila is cut into strips 7" vide. The strip of fil• represents several 
speciaens attached together. The speci•n should be representative 
aaterial. free of pinholes. vrinltles. folds aad any other obvl.:>us imper
fection vhich would affect the test results. 

l. Determine the average thickness oi the fil• speciaens to nearest 
0.001" fro• thickness llC!3sureaents aade at )" intervals along the 
lenKth of the strip 3nd at l" intervals across the .end. 

2. The cla11Ping pressure is adjusted to SO psi. 
1. The hel~ht of the drop employing a 2" dlaarter part ls adjusted to 

60" above the ~enc.er .:>i the fila speci•n for iapact strength .•i 
100 gr.1ai. o>r aore. for fl hi that has 3n lapact strength of lesA 
than JOO ~r:111~. ~ 16" height ls us~ vhlle e..,lo~in~ 3 l.5" dl3e»ter 
dart. 

4. For~ ~t3rtln~ point. ~~lect 3 welKht near the exp~t.cl i11Part 
failur~ weight. 

). Add veiKhts to the dart and l~k ~ecurely with the locking collar. 
6. Insert ftl• sperimen in the cla111p. 
7. Relea~~ th~ electromaKnet to drop the dart. 
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8. (a) If a failure occurs (!). reeo.e one veight. 
(b) If a failure does not occur (0). add Gile weight. 

9. Repeat these steps for a total of twenty drops. 
10. If failures • 10 at this point. testing is eo11plete. If not. caaplece 

testing as follows: 
11. If failures • <10. continue until failures • 10 
12. If failures • >10. continue mtil nonfailures • 10. 

Parameters 

The impinging surface of the dart head should be free of nicks. scratches. 
or other surface abnor9al1t1es. The clamping derice should engage the 
fil• specimen e•ealy around its perimeter. 

The fil• speci8ell should be exud.ned to de£et'mne if slippage bas occurred. 

Standard 

AStH Method 01709-75. 

Exa•ple: 

Drop 
Ro. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

1 x 95 • 9S 
; x 110 • sso 
!. =< 125 • son 

114S 

* H~ Ir w~l .:ht lncre11ent 

65 . 80 I 95 I 110 12S 140. 

x 

0 
x 

0 
x 

x 
0 

0 

0 
0 

I 
0 

1 

0 
0 

x 
0 

1 ~~5 - 7.S* • 107 gr..-s ·';I height 26" or 60" 
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THE ELMENDORF 
TEARING TESTER 

CATALOG 60-100 

INTRODUCTION 

THE ElMENDOIF TEARING TESTEI is the recognized 
standard f« measuring rhe tear resistance of paper, 
textiles. nonwovens. coated fabrics. foils, plastic films, 
laminates ond other sheet materials. An exominalion 
of almost every piece of stationery, writing « printing 

paper. article of clothing. Of' packaging material which 
is no longer fit for service will show that the basic 

FEATURES 

• WORLD STANDARD 

• EASE OF OPBATION 

• LOW MAINTENANCE 

• LONG UFE 

• DEPB'4DAll.ITY 

• ACCURACY 

• HIGH TEAR VB.oCITY 

cause of unsenriceability was some form of tear. The 
tear test provides more information obaut the wearing 
quality of materials than ony other test. Perfonnonce 
is the finest test of any producfs quality, therefore, the 
best test is the one which most closely approximates 
octuol perf«mance. The Elmendorf Tearing Tester 
does exacrfy thot. 
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BackstoPPina officer's colllleJ)ts 

The first recoUtendation of Mr. Detter, expert in plastic 
filllS extrusion/co-extrusion technology, concerns the purchase of 
additional testing equipaent, which is necessary for quality 
control of produced single and aultilayer fil11S. 

In this connection we should recall that the project docuaent 
of the subject project does foresee the delivery of a auch bigger 
set of testing equipment than the one actually delivered. 

The reason for the shortage in testing equipaent had been the 
higher actual cost of the pilot plant equipaent with regard to the 
original forecasts in the project docuaent. 

The subject was already discussed in previous TPR aeetings 
held in Ho Chi Minh City, however, no additional funds were aade 
available to allow the establishJlent of the quality control 
facility at the intended level. 

The success of the project on the establishment of the 
Packaging Technology Developaent Centre is not questionable, to the 
extent that new specific technologies, naaely solventless 
1BJ1ination and co-extrusion of plastic filas were integrated in the 
national industrial sector concerned, with appropriate developaent 
of know-how and skills of the national counterparts. 

At the present stage it is iaportant to stress that a follow
up project aiaed at strengthening of the quality control and 
applied research laboratory of the Packaging Technology Developaent 
Centre would be extremely opportune and would contribute to further 
development within the flexible packaging aaterials field. 


